In partnership with our community, we will provide an interactive outdoor learning environment that celebrates a bilingual culture through literacy and language. We will also improve the outward appearance of our school and create a welcoming community place.

1.) To develop a central destination point within the Barnum West neighborhood.
2.) To allow an active environment that promotes learning while satisfying the need for more child activities.
3.) Create an interactive environment that focuses on literacy, language, and culture.

- **Art Tables**
- **Outdoor Classroom**
- **Shade Structure**

---

**Program Elements**

**Site Plan**
- New ECE playground area
- New athletic/physical education area
- New stormwater management area

**Asphalt**
- Parking lot and access road
- Stormwater drainage system

**Art Elements**
- Game Tables with children’s artwork
- Vehicular/parent drop-off/pickup

**Landscape**
- Outdoor classroom (central focus)
- Outdoor Sport court (soccer/tennis)
- Game tables with children’s artwork

**Structures**
- Shaded areas (1) near art classroom

---

A study of radial organizational plans was conducted to develop the ordering system for Newton Elementary School. It consists of a dominant central space which in this case is the outdoor classroom, from which a number of secondary spaces will extend in a linear fashion in a radial manner.